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Web Development and Design Foundations with HTML5   is intended for use in a beginning web

development course. It is also suitable for all readers interested in developing web sites.   Â   Using

Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case Studies to motivate readers,  Web Development

and Design Foundations with HTML5  includes all the necessary lessons to guide students in

developing highly effective Web sites. A well-rounded balance of hard skills (HTML5, CSS,

JavaScript) and soft skills (Web Design, e-commerce, Web site promotion strategies) presents

everything beginning Web developers need to know to build and promote successful Web sites.  Â  

 Teaching and Learning Experience  This program will provide a better teaching and learning

experienceâ€“for you and your students. It will help:   Build a Strong Foundation of Web

Development Skills: A well-rounded foundation of hard and soft skills will help students design web

pages for today and tomorrow.  Motivate Students with Hands-on Practice: This text emphasizes

hands-on practice through practice exercises within the chapters, end-of-chapter exercises, and the

development of websites through ongoing real-world case studies.  Reinforce Concepts with In-text

Features: Throughout the book, emphasis is placed on web design, accessibility, and ethics. The

appendixes in the Web Developerâ€™s Handbook offer comprehensive, easy-to-use reference

materials  Enhance Learning with Instructor and Student Supplements: Resources are available to

expand on the topics presented in the text.    Â 
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This textbook is easy to understand, and laid out in a logical manner. It is packed with lots of



practice problems with step-by-step instructions to allow the student to code their very own web

pages. The answers to review questions found at the end of each chapter reinforce learning and

help the student know if they are grasping the concepts. Although I am new to coding, this

information seems up-to-date and current. A friend who is an experienced programmer confirms that

information is thorough and correct. I would recommend this book for the beginner-level

programmer who wants to really dive into HTML and CSS.

The content of the book is generally good, and the code actually works (compared to other books

that often have code errors). Unfortunately, there is also a large problem with the iPad version of

this book... The publisher uses a light blue text for the code, which is very, very difficult to see. You

spend a lot of time in this book copying code out of the book and into your computer, and for some

reason the text that you need to type is written in a most awful, difficult-to-see color. This wouldn't

be a big deal, except that the whole point of the book is to learn the code that is written in the

horrible color. I just can't imagine what they were thinking when they made that color choice.

This wasn't a very good text book. While it explained concepts fairly well, it felt most like an "ad lib"

type of text. All of the case studies just required you to look at a snippet of the example code in that

particular chapter and basically just changed the text in the headings, subheadings, CSS RGB

values, etc. It's a great book if you just want to plow through those assignments, but if you really

want to UNDERSTAND the concepts behind HTML/CSS, I would go with another option.

This is a very clear text, and works extremely well as a corresponding piece to the Web Design

class I am taking (college level). The written instructions are very clear and come with multiple

illustrations. I would recommend this book for any HTML5 coder, beginner or advanced. The only

reason that I did not give this book a 5 star review is its inaccessibility on the PC Kindle App. I

bought this book (discounted with  Prime) electronically for my 6" Kindle HD. While this book reads

beautifully on my kindle, it is not available on the Kindle app function for my PC, which runs Win.

8.1. This is very disappointing in a book I paid $75 (approx.) dollars for.

This book has prob been the most useful book I have boughten for school requirements. Paid less

than half than I would of at my school bookstore. Comes with an online code that is not required

anymore (all sample can be found on the website that the book suggest for free) so feel free to by

used. Really help for beginners in HTML5. I would def recommend this book.



Kindle version need access code. Hard copy gets access code easily, buy kindle version is

different. It should be available when someone purchase the book in  kindle.

This textbook goes in to great detail that makes it easy to understand to someone who has little to

no web development experience. It covers all the concepts that would be crucial to learning the

basics of web development. That being said, it's only for beginners and more difficult concepts

cannot be found in this book. This isn't necessarily a bad thing, as it could be used more for

homework for a beginner programmer rather then someone more experienced.

Fantastic textbook that makes information easy to understand. I've bought quite a few web design

textbooks in my day, and this is by far one of my favorites! (And for those of you who are students

like myself, if you're wondering if it comes with the access code, it does!)edit: As I read further, I'm

starting to notice the many spelling errors. It's distracting and a bit of an annoyance. While I'm glad I

got a good deal on the textbook, I would hope that they would have gotten a better editor.
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